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10 INTRODI(T10N

n- nf ihe early applications or meteorological satellite imagery. The particular three bands used to create the
;n.ehrewaq positioning of tropical cyclones. However, imagery discussed in this paper were First brought to the
• ;nrr the" early satellites were polar orbiting, a ,iithor's attention by Zehr (1994). In his oral
rpiruiilar tropical cyclone was viewed only a few times presentation, he showed GOES imagery which combined
r-r day. Thiq task became much easier with the advent Ihe visible, 11 ptm infrared, and 6.7 gtm water vapor
of ceo.Vnchronous satellites. Rut the early channels into a single false color image. This paper uses
., wiynrhronou satellites ATS 1,2 and 3 in the late these three channels to xamine the near environmental
l')K0'0 and early" 1970's carried only visible imagers, and features of the atmosph.re around Hurricane Gilbert.
,hq- were restricted to observations during the local
,!;light'. The launch ot ATS-6 in 1974 brought the first,
;irrared, imarer to geosynchronous orbit, and weather 2.0 METH1ODOLOGY
1--aor,, for the first. time were able to observe and
'o.4 tropical cyclones from space twenty-four hours a The AFGL, Interactive Meteorological System (AIMS) is
,.,-(Duiak and Ng. 1999) a cluster or VAX minicomputers and workstationq used

for research purposes at, AFOL. AIMS routinely
WaVrn GOE, 1 *ecame operational in 1990 it brought, acquires and processes North American surface and
-aind improved imaging capabilities with the VAS upper air data, and GOES Multispectral Imagery.
i,tr,imnl, The VAS is a 13 channel spin-sran Imagery can be displayed on any one of three Adage

"idinmeter, able to produce imagery or sounding data. 3000 image processors. Each of the Adages has a
Wh.n producing imagery, it can simultaneously image minimum address space of 1024x1024x32 bits deep. In
;? the vi-ibl, plus two, three or four different infrared low resolution mode, any 512x512 portion can be
),ands. When sounding, visible and up to twelve displayed. The image depth can be partitioned in a
;-frared hands are acquired, with tie scan mirror large number of ways, depending upon the application.
,'w llinz on a particular scan line for a number of spins Since the Adage is a full color display device, it requires
'n order to observe the same area with different bands that, the video chain contain at least twenty-four bits of
:,rd to reduce instrumental noise (NASA, 1980). imagery; eight bits each for the red, green and blue

channels. These chan',els can actually be remapped
, -nnf example of early bispectral techniques to deduce arbitrarily at. the bit level via a cross-bar-switch. The
';pd properties is given by Reynolds and high level eight bits an nominally reserved for overlays.
V, -rl.llaarfl977). The use of infrared water vapor Monochrome image display, such as for a single channel

,ticor to ob,;erve the near storm environment, around image, is accomplished by copying the same eight bit
f-npirl storms was explored by Rodgers and Stout image to all three channels (red, green and blue). Full
IlOI53). Nunez and Stout (1994), and Velden(1987). color image display, such as with a color photograph, is
M.en~rel ,,t al (1993) use the VAS sounding channels in a attained by placing the monochrome intensity of the red
rrievalItype approach to estimate cloud top height. component, of tle image in the red channel, and

similarly for the green and blue channels. Multispectral

Muti.pectral image analysis can be considered to be a imagery is achieved in t.he same fashion as for full color
mature field in t.he area of land resourreq remote sensing im.agery, but since there iq not. necessarily a
!re- for example Moik (1980), Schowengerdt (1983)). correspondence between the spectral regions used and
However, there seems to be few references to the human range of vision, the selection as to which
mllti.pp.tral image analysis of scenes or meteorological spectral band to place into which RGB channel is
interest, possibly because full color image processors somewhat arbitrary, and relies to some degree on
bare only recently become "affordable" to the individual taste (there is a human factors consideration
mn-teorological community. Notable among these when applied to indiviu0ials with impaired color vision).
roferences are d'Entremont and Thomason (1997) who Figure I is a schematic of the spectral band/channel
eliqr wsed some of the theory behind multispectral selection for the mullispectral imagery discussed in this

AVHRR imagery in some detail, and Kleespies et al, paper. The infrared band is VAS band 8 and the water
11"7) who presented SMMR and GOES multispectral vapor band is VAS band 10.
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Figure 1. Spectral [iand-Channel assignment for display of multispectral imagery on AIMS
Adage 3000.
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Figure 3. Three-space scatter diagram of selected cloud features from the 2130 UT 13 Sep 1988
GOES E multispectral image of Hurricane Gilbert. The coordinates represented by the pixel
values for visible counts, infrared and water vapor brightness temperatures are at the top of the
vertical lines. The drop lines from these coordinates to the visible-infrared plane are to help
releve the ambiguity of ppreeption when viewing a three-space plot in perspective. As per
Figure 1, the visible axis can be thought of the red axis in the RG11 model, similarily the infrared
can bv thought as the green axis, and the water vapor cati be thought as the blue axis.
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1.0 RES1 fITS

I, daylight, all clouds appear to be some degree of
'richtne- in the visible, although there has been

-,ort,,d some relationship between albedo and cloud
!,'cht (Griffith and Woodley, 1q73). Away from
--r-clint the ocean surface appears fairly dark. In the
;nfrarrd there is a general inverse relationship between
hrih:~re temperature and cloud height, the warm
rln,idq topq are lower in the atmosphere, and the cold
,-IWid topq are higher in the atmosphere. Water vapor
;mac rv requires some interpretation. In the water
'anor aborption and around 6.7 p.m, virtually no ,0

radiation emitted from the surface reaches the
nrdrument. so a scene wit.h no clouds appears to he quite

,nid compared to a window channel. The VAS.L
intrument measures the integrated radiance emitted by
lbe water vapor in the upper troposphere. Since this
rhann,-l is near the cnter nf the nbsorption 6and, 'it
Safhiratrs fairly high in the troposphere. If the upper
'rnpoqphere is relatively dry, some the radiation that is
-q-1,d by the instrument is emitted deep in the
atmosphere, and with normal lapse rates, the resulting
r;ihtnesq temperature is consequently warmer than

'hat emitted from an atmosphere with a relatively moist,
ipprr troposphere.

The interplay between these three bands when displayed
.- multispectral imagery yield a rich diversity of color.

The general features are quite clear. Low clouds appear
red or magenta, since they are bright in the visible (red),
dark in the infrared (green) and non discernable in
water vapor (blue). High clouds appear yellow or white,
,ince they are relatively bright in all three bands. In
clear air, regions of dry-subsiding air have a dark
appearance (dark in the visible over the ocean, warm-
dark in the infrared, dry-dark in the water vapor band).
Moist areas in the upper troposphere have a blue tint,
oven over the underlying low and mid-level clouds
(water vapor band is cold-bright). Figure 2 is an
PiamplP of the the three images that produced the
m'iltispectral imagery described in this paper. Figure 4
is the multispectral representation and is the color insert
'n these proceedings. Of real interest is the fact that the
"bqsideice associated with the hurricane dynamics is
,err apparent in the water vapor imagery in the
northweat sector outside of the outer rain band.
Additionally, it is possible to see the low level clouds
between the rain bands in the multispectral imagery,
which would be difficult to discern with single channel
imagery.

Figuire 3 is a three-space scatter diagram of visible
cvontg versus infrared and water-vapor brightness
tmperatures for a few select cloud types in the
hurricane Gilbert environment. Since the three axes in
Figure 3 correspond directly to the red, green and blue
axs of a RGB color model, it is clear why the different
cloud types come out so distinctly in the multispectral Pigure 2. GOlS E imagery of Hurricane Gilbert at 2130
imagery. t TT 13 Sep 1988. Top picture is Visible, middle is I1 p.m

infrared, bottom is f6.7 ptm water vapor.
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.1.0 SUJNMAR)Y

This paper presents a method of inultispectral display NUneZ, E., and J2. Stout, 198-1: Troical Storiii Moisture
andi analysis of V'AS imagery anid applies it to the case of and Suibsidence Patterns s . rev-% by tit(, V IS. 1
lbirricane Gilbert. The technique allows3 the viewer to Atmruosphieric Sounder ( VAS) Water Vapor Clhanniel.

liiaibig uoisly tliffereniti ate hetWee ii low an d hii gh leVel I 'n.s pri n s of th~e. 10t ( 'an. ont I/urriai an s andi Tropic al
cloudls at a glance, and to identify regions of subsidence Aleteorology, Mliamii, FL, ANIS, Bostonl, MIA, pp 256-260.

assoviated wit h thle secondIa ry ci rcul a tion of a iajor
tropiical stormn. Hiviols, D.W ., anid' T.11. Voiiduillaai, 19176: A

Ilispectral Method for (loud P'araijitter lDetcrmnirnatio,
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